MEMORANDUM
TO:

Plan Commission

FROM: Jeff Ryckaert, Principal Planner and Dan Nakahara, Planner
DATE: September 15, 2022
RE:
Request for a Text Amendment to Allow an Indoor Children’s Playground
as a Special Use in the C-2 Outlying Commercial District; A Special Use to Permit
the Proposed Indoor Children’s Playground for Kids Empire at 405 Lake Cook Road
Units A-4 and A-5; an Amendment to the Deerfield Park Plaza Planned Unit
Development (PUD) for An Exterior Change to Raise the Roof of the Tenant Space
and an Exception to the Deerfield Zoning Ordinance to Allow the Wall Sign to be
Located 33 Inches Above the Roof Deck of the Building (Kids Empire and Deerfield
Park Plaza)

Application History
Public Hearing Publication Date: September 1, 2022
Planning Commission Public Hearing Date: September 22, 2022
Zoning Actions
The Deerfield Plan Commission is conducting a Public Hearing to consider the
request of Mosaic Properties (owners of Deerfield Park Plaza Shopping Center)
and Kids Empire Deerfield Park Plaza, Deerfield, IL, LLC d/b/a Kids Empire for the
following zoning actions:
1. A Text Amendment to the Deerfield Zoning Ordinance to allow an indoor
children’s playground in the C-2 Outlying Commercial District as a Special
Use.
2. An amendment to the Deerfield Park Plaza Planned Unit Development to
raise the roof in the rear portion of the tenant space from 14’ to 27’ to
accommodate the indoor play structures.
3. Special Use approval to operate a Kids Empire children’s indoor playground
of approximately 13,000 square feet in former Hadassah Resale Shop (Unit
A-5) and NSSED (Unit A-4) tenant spaces at 405 Lake Cook Road.
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4. Approval of an exception to the Deerfield Zoning Ordinance to allow the
wall sign to be located 33 inches above the roof deck of the building.
5. Approval of a parking exception for the Deerfield Park Plaza Planned Unit
Development.
Subject Property
The subject property is known as Deerfield Park Plaza Shopping Center. It is
zoned C-2 Outlying Commercial District and is a commercial planned unit
development.
Surrounding Land Use and Zoning
North: (across Lake Cook Road) C-2 Outlying Commercial District and I-2B Limited
Industrial District, Kleinschmidt Building and 420 Building
South and East: C-2 Outlying Commercial District, Deerbrook Shopping Center
West: (across railroad tracks) P-1 Public Lands District and C-2 Outlying
Commercial District - Metra commuter rail station, Home Depot, McAlister’s Deli
Restaurant, future Curaleaf recreational cannabis dispensary, and former El
Traditional Mexican Restaurant
Proposed Plan
The petitioner is proposing an indoor playground for children 12 years old and
under called Kids Empire. The indoor facility will have a large two-story
playground and a smaller “toddler” playground for toddlers and infants. All
children must be accompanied by a parent or guardian as no drop offs are
allowed, not even for reserved birthday parties or other group events such as girl
scouts functions, etc. The facility will not prepare or cook any food on the
premises. Kids Empire sells pre-packaged foods such as chips, candy, cookies, and
bottled drinks such as water, juice, and soda. Pizza and cakes are an “on demand”
option for reserved birthday parties only. The petitioner’s material indicates that
Kids Empire will contract with a local caterer or baker, and pizzeria. Pizza and
cakes are not stored on premises and are only brought in at the time of
the parties so there is not a need to heat or cool those items. All plates, cups, and
utensils are single use so there is no need for a 3-comp sink or other ware
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washing equipment. Leftovers are either given to party goers or
thrown away after the party.
Hours of operations are Monday through Thursday from 10am to 8pm and Friday
through Sunday from 10am to 10pm with a staff of 5 to 7 employees during peak
shifts. Peak hours are Monday’s through Friday from 4pm to 8pm and Saturday’s
and Sunday’s from 2pm to 6pm. Kid’s Empire average occupancy is approximately
142 guests per day with an approximately parent/child ratio of 90 parents and 52
children.
The existing roof height in this portion of the shopping center is 14’-0”. The
tenant space is sandwiched between the office building that is 27’-0” high and the
Sachs Recreation Center which is 19’-0” high. The petitioners would like to raise
the rear portion of the roof to 27’-0” to accommodate the indoor play structures.
The new roof would match the red tile roof found throughout the shopping
center.
The petitioners are looking to place a wall sign on the wall above their entrance
doors. They are proposing to use their standard wall sign design, which consists of
a colorful logo and colorful block letters with white outlines. The total number of
colors would be four plus white.
The existing ground sign located in front of this space is 8’ wide x 5’-4” tall and
divided into two (2) panels on each side. This ground sign dates back to the 1970s
when the shopping center was originally annexed into the Village. The former
Hadassah Resale Shop and NSSED occupied the tenant spaces and each had a
panel on the sign. Since Kids Empire will by occupying both tenant spaces they are
proposing to occupy the entire sign.
Traffic and Parking Study
The petitioners have submitted a traffic and parking study conducted by KLOA,
Inc. dated August 17, 2022, for a proposed Kids Empire at 401-495 Lake Cook
Road within the Deerfield Park Plaza. The study examines the background traffic
conditions, assess the impact that the proposed development will have on traffic
conditions in the area, determines if any roadway or access improvements are
necessary to accommodate traffic generated by the proposed development, and
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evaluates the adequacy of the parking supply in meeting the existing and future
parking needs.
Kids Empire is proposed to be open Monday through Thursday from 10:00 A.M. to
8:00 P.M. and Friday through Sunday from 10:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. with five to
seven employees on site during the busiest peak shifts. Kids Empire’s peak hours
are on Monday through Friday are from 4:00 P.M. to 8:00 P.M. and on Saturday
and Sunday are from 2:00 P.M. to 6:00 P.M. The average occupancy will be
approximately 142 guests per day with an approximate parent/child ratio of 90
parents and 52 children.
Traffic counts were conducted on Tuesday, July 26, 2022 during the evening peak
period (2:00 to 5:00 P.M.) and Saturday, July 23, 2022 during the evening peak
period (4:00 to 7:00 P.M.). The time periods were selected to coincide with the
peak operations of the proposed facility. From the turning movement count data,
it was determined that the weekday evening peak hour generally occurs between
4:45 P.M. and 5:45 P.M. and the Saturday evening peak hour occurs between 2:00
P.M. and 3:00 P.M. These two respective peak hours were used for the traffic
capacity analyses in the report. Figure 4 on page 7 illustrates Year 2022 base peak
hour traffic volumes. In order to provide a conservative analysis, the analysis
assumed that two-thirds of the 52 kids will arrive and one-third of the kids will
depart during the peak hours and that every child will arrive in a single vehicle (no
carpooling). The estimated inbound and outbound trips for the two peak hours
are shown in Table 3 on page 11. The total projected traffic volumes include the
existing traffic volumes, increase in background traffic due to growth (Figure 7 on
page 14), and the traffic estimated to be generated by the proposed subject
facility (Figure 8 on page 15). The analysis includes conducting capacity analyses
to determine how well the roadway system and access drives are projected to
operate and whether any roadway improvements or modifications are required.
Summaries of the traffic analysis results showing the level of service and overall
intersection delay (measured in seconds) for the base, Year 2028 no-build, and
Year 2028 total projected conditions are presented in Tables 4 through 7 found on
pages 17-19 respectively.
The analysis concludes that the existing signalized access drive serving Deerfield
Park Plaza will continue to be adequate in accommodating the traffic generated
by the proposed Kids Empire and existing vacancies within the plaza and no
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roadway improvements or signal timing adjustments will be required. Also, the
existing north and south accesses are adequate to accommodate the existing
traffic and the traffic that will be generated by the proposed development and
the vacant spaces.
Based on a review of the data provided by Kids Empire, the average occupancy is
approximately 142 guests per day with an approximately parent/child ratio of 90
parents and 52 children. Using a conservative approach, the applicant estimates a
total of 52 parking spaces are needed assuming each child comes to the Kids
Empire separately with his/her parents. An additional seven parking spaces will be
needed to accommodate the staff parking demand, which will result in a total
demand of 59 parking spaces during the peak hour of the Kids Empire operations.
In order to determine the existing parking demand at Deerfield Park Plaza, the
traffic consultant conducted hourly parking occupancy surveys on Thursday, July
21, 2022 and Saturday, July 23, 2022 from 12:00 P.M. to 8:00 P.M. Parking fields
(identified in the Traffic Study Appendix) were surveyed within Deerfield Park
Plaza. The results indicate that on Thursday, July 21st, the shopping center had a
peak parking demand of 274 vehicles during the hour of 1:00 P.M. which occupies
42 percent of the parking spaces within the center while on Saturday, July 23rd,
the shopping center had a peak parking demand of 245 vehicles during the hour
of 12:00 P.M. which is only 38 percent of the total parking spaces within the
plaza. Results of the surveys are summarized in Tables 8 and 9 on pages 22 and 23
respectively. When considering Zone 1 only, the peak parking occupancy was 76
percent occurring at 1:00 P.M. on Thursday and 60 percent at 12:00 Noon on
Saturday. The analysis concludes that the parking supply within Deerfield Park
Plaza on weekdays and Saturdays will be adequate in accommodating the future
parking demand of the shopping center which includes the existing parking
demand, the parking generated by vacant retail space within the center, and the
parking estimated to be generated by the proposed Kids Empire.
It should be noted that Kids Empire requires children to be accompanied by their
parent or guardian when using the facilities and they do not accept or allow dropoffs in front of their tenant space.
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Zoning Conformance
When a use is not specifically listed as a Permitted Use or Special Use in a zoning
district, the use is not allowed. Currently, an indoor children’s playground is
neither a Permitted nor a Special Use in the C-2 Outlying Commercial District so
the use is not allowed. Therefore, a Text Amendment is needed to allow the
proposed Special Uses in the C-2 District. The use would be added to the C-2
Outlying Commercial District (the current zoning of the subject property) as a
Special Use. The Special Use standards would apply to this Special Use. Attached
are the Special Use standards. The proposed Special Use will only be added to the
C-2 Outlying Commercial District. The petitioner will be requesting the following
zoning actions:
1. A Text Amendment to the Deerfield Zoning Ordinance to allow an indoor
children’s playground in the C-2 Outlying Commercial District as a Special
Use.
2. An amendment to the Deerfield Park Plaza Planned Unit Development to
raise the roof in the rear portion of the tenant space from 14’ to 27’ to
accommodate the indoor play structures.
3. Special Use approval to operate a Kids Empire children’s indoor playground
of approximately 13,000 square feet in former Hadassah Resale Shop and
NSSED tenant spaces at 405 Lake Cook Road, Unit A-4 and A-5.
4. Approval of an exception to the Deerfield Zoning Ordinance to allow the
wall sign to be located 33 inches above the roof deck of the building.
5. Approval of a parking exception for the Deerfield Park Plaza Planned Unit
Development.
As stated, the petitioners are seeking approval of a Text Amendment to allow an
indoor children’s playground as a Special Use in the C-2 Outlying Commercial
District. A Text Amendment has to be in the public interest and not solely for the
interest of the applicant. The specific text amendment to the C-2 Outlying
Commercial District is as follows:
Add letter g to Article 5.02-C (3) Special Uses (Recreational and Social Facilities) in
the C-2 Outlying Commercial Zoning District:
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g. Children’s Indoor Playground Facility.
Required Parking
Parking for Deerfield Park Plaza is shared among all the users of the shopping
center. A total of 681 spaces are required for the various uses in the shopping
center.
The parking requirement for this type of use is one (1) parking space for each
three (3) patrons based on the design capacity of the facility in terms of the
number of patrons on the premises at one time would result in 196 parking
spaces. If the space were retail, it would require 65 parking spaces (13,000 s.f.
/200 = 65 ).
Proposed Kids Empire (13,000 s.f.): 195.66 spaces
Goddard School (With Recent Expansion) (11,625 s.f.): 38 parking spaces
required when using the parking requirement of one parking space for
each 10 students and one parking space for each teacher/employee.
Retail Uses: 38,502 s.f./200 = 192.51 spaces.
Deerfield Park District Sachs Rec Center: Requires 49.33 parking spaces
(148/3 = 49.33).
The Dog Stop (15,814 s.f.): 24 spaces required when using the parking
requirement of one (1) parking space per employee on the premises
plus one (1) parking space for each ten (10) animals boarded.
PNC Bank: 3,475 s.f. 200 = 17.37 spaces.
Office Uses: 14,337 s.f./250 = 57.34 spaces (includes 8,000 s.f. Secretary of
State office use).
Jimmy Thai Restaurant: 3,800 s.f. = 63.33
Taco Vida Restaurant: 1,068 s.f. = 13.35 spaces.
Dunkin Donuts & Baskin Robbins Restaurant: 3,396 s.f. = 29.71 spaces.
Total Required Spaces: 681 (680.60) spaces are required for Deerfield Park
Plaza.
Parking provided at Deerfield Park Plaza: The Deerfield Park Plaza PUD property
currently has a total of 668 parking spaces including 27 handicapped parking
spaces. A parking exception from the parking requirement the Deerfield Park
Plaza PUD is needed.
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Access
The existing vehicular access points to the Deerfield Park Plaza PUD will not
change as a result of the proposed Kids Empire. The main signalized access point
is on Lake Cook Road and there are two access points to Deerbrook Shopping
Center, one at the north end by Jewel and PNC Bank for westbound traffic only
and one at the south end that has full cross-access between both properties.
Signage and Other Exterior Changes
The petitioners are proposing to raise the roof in the rear portion of the tenant
space to accommodate the indoor play structures. They are also proposing
to add a wall sign, ground sign, directional sign and two (2) pylon sign panels.
Roof Height
The existing roof height in this portion of the shopping center is 14’-0”. The
tenant space is sandwiched between the office building that is 27’-0” high and the
Sachs Recreation Center which is 19’-0” high. The petitioners would like to raise
the rear portion of the roof to 27’-0” to accommodate the indoor play structures.
The new roof would match the red tile roof found throughout the shopping
center.
Wall Sign
The petitioners are looking to place a wall sign on the wall above their entrance
doors. They are proposing to use their standard wall sign design, which consists of
a colorful logo and colorful block letters with white outlines. The total number of
colors would be four, plus white. The established sign criteria does not restrict
colors, but most of the signs are either all red or just 1-2 colors, but The Tile Shop
has four colors on their wall sign. The Deerfield Appearance Code (used by the
Appearance Review Commission) states, “Sign colors shall be harmonious with
the architecture and excessive brightness shall be avoided.”
The storefront has a length of 110 feet and an area of 1,751 SF. The proposed 99
SF wall sign is within the allowances of the Deerfield Zoning Ordinance, but
outside of the Deerfield Park Plaza sign criteria because the sign is taller than 24
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inches. The sign criteria also states, “Signage differing from this sign criteria will
require written approval of Landlord and approval of all governing authorities.”
The Landlord has provided written approval for the proposed signage. Logos in
this shopping center have been permitted to be greater than the 24 inches in the
past (The Goddard School, Nick’s Fish Market and Thai Thai), but letters have
always been restricted to 24”. The Owners believe the sign looks too small on the
storefront with 24” letters. The use of corporate fonts have also been permitted.
The logo for Kids Empire has the words “Indoor Playground” as part of their logo.
The Deerfield Park Plaza Sign Criteria states, “Wording of signs shall not include
the product nor goods not services (and the like) sold.” The Landlord has provided
written approval to allow for these items.
Ground Sign
The existing ground sign in front of this tenant space is 8’ wide x 5’-4” tall and
divided into two (2) panels on each side. The sign dates back to the 1970s when
the shopping center was originally annexed into the Village and therefore, it is
permitted to be larger than the 32 SF/face requirement in the Zoning Ordinance.
In the past, Hadassah Resale Shop and NSSED each had a panel on the ground
sign. Since Kids Empire will by occupying both spaces they would like to occupy
the entire ground sign. The shopping center owners have agreed to revise the sign
to make it a single panel.
Pylon Panels (Lake Cook Road Shopping Center Pylon Sign)
Kids Empire is proposing two panels for the upper portion of the pylon sign on
Lake Cook Road. The Deerfield Park Plaza Pylon Sign Criteria requires a minimum
of 2” between the text and horizontal space bars. This requirement is met. The
upper panels may use their corporate font and logo as long as the panels are
designed with a white background and black lettering. Kids Empire is only asking
for their business name in their corporate font.
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Tenant Directional Sign Panel
The petitioner would like to add Kids Empire to the existing tenant directional sign
located at the end of the entrance road into the shopping center. The proposed
panel matches the style and font of the adjacent tenants.
Appearance Review Commission (ARC)
The petitioner met with the ARC on August 22, 2022 and a summary of the
meeting is below:
1.
Roof Height – The ARC was in favor of increasing the roof height at the back
of the building from 14’ to 27’ feet high to accommodate the indoor
playground in the tenant space. The new, raised portion will match the office
building roofline within the shopping center. All of the proposed materials
and roof types will be identical to the adjacent roofs in the shopping center.
2.

Wall Sign – The Commission had varying opinions on the proposed wall sign.
The following was discussed:
• Letter Height: The ARC was ok with the letter heights greater than 24”
high (logo 44” high), because it will now be the only tenant displayed
on the wall. They understood that this portion of the mall is hard to see
from the street. The petitioners showed a comparison of the proposed
33” tall letters to 24” letters on this portion of the wall. The ARC agreed
that the larger letters look more proportional on the wall. The Landlord
provided a letter approving the items outside of the Deerfield Park
Plaza Sign Criteria, including the letter heights greater than 24”,
corporate font and the wording to include goods and services.
• Sign Placement: The proposed wall sign is 33” above the roof deck in
order to center the sign on the wall area above the arch. The placement
was approved by the ARC.
• Multi-Colored Design: A couple commissioners were not in favor of the
multi-colored letters and the busy, hard to read logo. The business
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Owners felt strongly about keeping everything consistent with their
brand. The ARC approved the multi-colored design of the wall sign.
3.

Ground Sign and Pylon Panels – The ARC reviewed the ground sign and pylon
panels together. They were in favor of the black and white lettering without
the logo for each of these signs, but would like the signs to be designed
similarly. The Commissioners suggested reducing the ground sign letter
heights so “Kids” and “Empire” were each 18” high. The relationship between
the 2-lines of text in the ground sign should also match that from the pylon
panels. The petitioners redesigned this ground sign and submitted it for staff
review.

4.

Directional Sign – The ARC had no issues with the proposed Directional Sign.

The petition was broken into two (2) votes due to varying opinions on the proposed
wall sign. The ARC voted 5-0 in favor of the entire package, excluding the wall sign.
The ARC voted on the wall sign as presented, and it passed by a vote of 3-2.
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Notes

SPECIAL USE CRITERIA
Does it meet the standards for a Special Use? A Special Use shall be authorized only
when the Plan Commission finds all of the following:
1. Compatible with Existing Development
The nature and intensity of the activities involved and the size, placement and
design of any structures proposed will be so planned that the Special Use will be
compatible with the existing development and will not impede the normal and
orderly development and improvement of surrounding property.
2. Lot of Sufficient Size
The size of the lot will be sufficient for the use proposed.
3. Traffic
The location of the Special Use within the Village will be such that adverse
effects on surrounding properties will be minimal, particularly regarding the
traffic generated by the Special Use.
4. Parking and Access
Parking areas will be of adequate size for the particular use and properly located,
and the entrance and exit drives will be laid out so as to prevent traffic hazards
and nuisances.
5. Effect on Neighborhood
In all respects the Special Use will not be significantly or materially detrimental
to_the health, safety and welfare of the public or injurious to the other property or
improvements in the neighborhood, nor will it diminish or impair property values
in the surrounding area.
6. Adequate Facilities
That adequate utilities, access roads, drainage and/or other necessary facilities
have been or are being provided.
7. Adequate Buffering
Adequate fencing and/or screening shall be provided to ensure the enjoyment of
surrounding properties, to provide for the public safety or to screen parking areas
and other visually incompatible uses.
8. If in C-1 Village Center District: That the establishment of the Special Use will
not be injurious to the character of the C-1 Village Center District as a retail
center for the Village.

